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Abstract

The outbreak of Monkeypox was declared a public health emergency of worldwide concern by WHO following the (COVID-19) pandemic. The number of reported cases of both suspicion and confirmation has increased in recent years, from over 19,000 between 2000 and 2019 to over 15,600 between 2021 and 2022, and day by day the cases of monkeypox have been reported in 12 member states to three WHO regions. As of May 21, 2022, 92 confirmed cases of monkeypox and 28 suspected cases had been reported to the WHO from more than 12 countries. By the 21st of June 2022, a total of 2677 confirmed cases had been recorded from the UK and other European and non-European countries. According to an extensive literature survey, the total number of registered cases of MPXV was 59,147 between January 2022 to September 14th, 2022, demonstrating that MPXV can spread significantly amongst people and may as a result pose a serious threat to public health with international repercussions. In clade II MPXV virus is currently occurring outside of Africa the WHO reported 25,047 confirmed cases as of August 2nd, 2022. Here, we review current better understanding, and studies on monkeypox, including its history, current scenario, epidemiology, causative agent, symptoms, diagnosis, treatment, limitations, and the new face of monkeypox, its unusual outbreak attributed to the transformation of transmission and also discussed case studies is discussed in this article.
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INTRODUCTION

The outbreak of monkeypox was declared a public health emergency of worldwide concern by the World Health Organization following the pandemic (PHEIC).1 According to the World Health Organization (WHO), PHEIC is a rare event that could pose a public health danger to other countries and require a concerted international response.2 Cases of monkeypox have been reported in non-endemic countries as recently as the beginning of May 2022, while the disease has also been found in several endemic nations. The virus responsible for this illness is the extremely rare infectious monkeypox virus (MPXV), which can infect both humans and non-human primates. It often mimics the symptoms of the flu, including a high temperature, swollen lymph nodes, and skin rashes. Blister clusters packed with fluid spread rapidly across the entire body, including the face, and then burst and crust over in a matter of days.

As of September 14th, 2022, 103 member states from six regions have documented a total of 59,147 confirmed MPXV cases, including 22 fatalities, as of September 14th, 2022.8 The World Health Organization has declared the pandemic spread of MPXV a public health emergency of international concern.9

Origin and History

The MPX virus was first identified in 1958 at the State Serum Institute of Copenhagen, and it was found in monkeys.10, 11 The first case of monkeypox in humans was reported in 1970 in the Democratic Republic of the Congo in a 9-month-old boy who had been admitted to the Basankusu hospital for probable smallpox. The virus has two distinct lineages, with the western African strains (SL-V70, COP-58, and WRAIR-61) often causing a less severe illness than the central African strains (1-5% vs. 10% case fatality).12 In addition to the previously reported cases of MPXV in Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Nigeria, a total of six human cases were discovered, including one sick adult and five healthy children. In another instance, a 4-year-old girl from the Ihie-Imuduru community in Abia State, South-East Nigeria, developed generalized vesiculopustular skin lesions along with a feverish illness on April 4, 1971. Nine days later, her 24-year-old mother also developed a fever and skin rash. Laboratory testing revealed that the child was the first known case of monkeypox in Nigeria and that her mother’s illness was the first ever suspected instance of monkeypox transmission between people. Both the mother and the infant lacked smallpox vaccinations, when a third case was found in the Omifounfoun community in the Oyo state of southwestern Nigeria. The patient, an unvaccinated 35-year-old traditional herbalist, became unwell while visiting Omifounfoun. Later, after employing viral isolation to identify monkeypox, he went back to his native Benin Republic. Like other members of his household, he occasionally consumes bush meat, but the infection’s source is unknown13.

Current monkeypox

Reports of many outbreaks of human monkeypox, primarily in the DRC and Nigeria, have been widely disseminated in the region of Equatorial Africa. According to a systematic review
of the literature, the number of reported cases of both suspicion and confirmation has increased in recent years, from over 19,000 between 2000 and 2019 to over 15,600 between 2021 and 2022. The initial incidence of monkeypox in the current outbreak was linked to travel to Nigeria, the UK Health Security Agency reported on May 7. Two further patients were discovered in the UK on May 14, both of whom had a common residence but had no known connection to the May 7 case or recent connections to Africa. Cases of monkeypox have been reported in a continuing fashion by 12 member states to three WHO regions. As of May 21, 2022, 92 confirmed cases of monkeypox and 28 suspected cases had been reported to the World Health Organization from the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, France, Germany, Belgium, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Sweden, and Australia. [30] By the 21st of June 2022, a total of 2677 confirmed cases had been recorded from the UK and other European and non-European countries. Prairie dogs contracted the disease from Ghanaian rats, which spread the disease throughout the country. People who don’t travel internationally and males who have sex with other guys are the key populations where this global pandemic can be spread from one person to another. [14-20] The continued human-to-human transmission of monkeypox among non-travelers has been caused for concern, especially among males who have extensive intercourse with other males. One case of syphilis coinfection in the Czech Republic has been linked to MSM who are HIV positive. As of September 21st, 2022, the current outbreak had confirmed 64,290 cases of monkeypox in 106 countries. These include 579 confirmed cases of monkeypox in seven countries with an endemic population. [21-24]

**Epidemiology of Monkeypox Virus**

In Germany 22 June 2022, medical labs confirmed the cases of Monkeypox Virus which were reported to the local public health and electronically submitted also in the state health department to the Robert Koch Institute according to Germany. The cases were between 20 to 67 years of age in men the median age was 38. Of 38 cases that were hospitalized 455 cases, other cases were reported that they had a mode of transmission and symptoms like monkeypox transmission by sexual or other intimate contact with the men. [33] Which were notified the 14 of the 16 German federal states with the highest incidence in Berlin. The first case was determined in 1958 in an outbreak of the vesicular disease in captive “monkeys”. The largest carriers for monkeypox were not monkeys but they were Rodents and squirrels also kangaroos. [25,26]

Rodents were the most of largest group of Mammals with a range of 1500 species. It was detected in different species of animals, squirrels, rats, and striped mice and monkey. Monkeys look like mammals so, monkeys were considered the host of that virus. But at that time this virus transmission carrier from animals to human beings is still unclear. [27-29]

Animals were used to illustrate aerosol transmission, which was known as a nosocomial outbreak in the Central African Republic. The monkey virus was regarded as a contagious illness or virus that can be transmitted from one person to another through contact with sores, bleeding, mouth droplets, respiratory droplets, and body fluid. In August 1970, in the equatorial town of Bukenda, Zaire, the first case of monkeypox sickness was discovered in a 9-year-old child, who had the same vesicular skin disease as smallpox. Humans were quarantined during this time for a minimum of 5 days and a maximum of 21 days. Considering that 60 years ago, it was not much more attention-grabbing and contagious. The number of human cases of monkeypox has recently increased. [30,31] The number of human monkeypox cases has steadily increased over the last 20 years, and in the first 45 years following the discovery of the monkeypox virus, there has been an accumulation of instances. The disease has been endemic throughout Central and West Africa since its discovery. The virus was introduced to humans by wild animals. Following the smallpox vaccine in the 1980s, the population’s immunity was low as a result of the rise in cases in Central and West Africa. [33,34] The number of cases has increased in non-endemic regions like Singapore, Singapore, Israel, and the UK. These non-endemic regions had a history of importing rodents or people when they traveled from non-endemic regions to endemic regions. [35]

In May 2022, most of the cases were from the Non-endemic areas, and no cases were
detected from the endemic areas also they were not connected to any epidemiological relation of monkeypox. WHO declared that various countries mainly reported men having sex with men.\textsuperscript{36} Recent research includes epidemiology, causes of the virus, and the transmission mode of a virus. The first case of monkey Virus in Taiwan was a man who was studied in Germany and developed symptoms on June 20 after 4 days he arrived in Taiwan. Symptoms were fever, Sore throat, muscle pain, lymph node swelling, and Rashes on the skin. On 24 June he was positive for Monkeypox. It was confirmed as a monkeypox case.

**Causative Agents**

Monkeypox is caused by animals to humans and humans to humans by the intimate contact of respiratory droplets, bleeding, lesions, and body fluid anyone can be infected by this virus aside from age, sex, race, and gender or sexual orientation, as mentioned in Figure 1.

**Signs and Symptoms**

The monkeypox isolation period is 7-14 days and up to 21 days. Symptoms are similar to smallpox but milder.\textsuperscript{37} It starts from the fever which is the initial stage of fever, rashes start within 1-4 days and upto facial rashes then spread all over the body. Monkeypox virus has some signs and symptoms that are:
- Fever
- Rashes
- Swelling in lymph nodes (Lymphadenopathy),
- Desquamation
- Oropharyngeal
- Ulcer in ocular mucosa because of rashes,
- Dehydration
- Malnutrition
- Cough
- Headache
- Lethargy

Secondary symptoms of bacterial infections like:
- Skin lesion
- Exfoliation of large skin areas required surgical grafting.
- Pneumonia,
- Sepsis
- Encephalitis

On the basis of Age factor some of the sign and symptoms are mentioned in Table 1.

**Diagnosis**

Monkeypox virus first confirmed the positive test of PCR by the cotton swab or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sign and Symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Children 1-16 years old</td>
<td>Fever, Cough, Headache, Rashes on skin, Itching, Sore Throat, Burning sensation in the body.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adults 18-30-year-old</td>
<td>Fever, Rashes on genital areas, Burning sensation in eyes when contact with light, Muscles pain, Sore throat, Exhaustion, Stress, Anxiety is mostly in females, Sexual incompatibility.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Causative Agents of Monkeypox Virus\textsuperscript{37}**
scabs of skin mucosa. Serum and CSF are either confirmatory by some diagnostic techniques such as:

- Nucleic acid amplification testing
- Antibody detection
- Electron Microscopy
- Virus Isolation

**Nucleic acid testing:** It is the primary method to detect the monkeypox virus which detects the unique sequence of monkeypox viral DNA. According to the WHO, the monkeypox virus test is unavailable then if the polymerase chain reaction result for orthopoxvirus in non-endemic virus countries.

**Antibody detection:** In this method, plasma and serum are not used alone. The acute and convalescent sera are used for the detection of antibody that is Immunoglobulin M and Immunoglobulin G used for Monkeypox Virus. That will show antigenic cross-linking activity between the monkeypox and orthopoxvirus.

**Virus Isolation:** It is the standard method of isolation of monkeypox virus for the detection of monkeypox. The virus is carried out P2 level of biosafety laboratories for isolation.

**Flow chart of Diagnosis Techniques**

**Transmission of Monkeypox Virus**

Monkeypox disease is a zoonotic disease that is spread by humans to humans and animals to humans and the disease increasing day by day efficiently. Respiratory droplets in close proximity to lesions and crust materials can spread the disease. This has infection in the skin, eye, nose, throat, and other sensory. It is spread by the face to face contact and in a pregnant woman to the fetus through its placenta or by the infected parents from their contact with skin after childbirth. This disease is infected by contact with infected animals that are bitten or scratched skin and also from eating infected animal meat that is not properly cooked.

Recent research observed that it is also spread also from human to human through sexual contact, especially men-to-men sexual contact. In this stage, firstly you have got fever after those rashes on the skin occur the virus enters the human body which firstly damages your skin and expansion of lymph and blood by the leukocytes. The virus will be replicated and multiplied to the lymph node as demonstrated in Figure 2. It will reach the epithelial tissues and cells through systemic circulation. Viral replication and invasion of the epithelial cell cause the superficial inflammation of the dermis layer, leading to vasodilation, hyperemia, and inflammation of cell infiltration, which result in rashes on the cutaneous layer.

There was a time when the virus was actively replicating its DNA and growing in population. The virus will be recognized by the host's immune system, which will then launch an innate and adaptive immunological response. Initiate innate immune response and activate inflammation signaling pathways; strongly secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines, and complement protein (in the complement system); these are the functions of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) and sense pathogen-associated molecular pattern (SPAMP). When the secretion of the cytokine and chemokine’s attracted more immune cells it shows the symptoms like rashes and skin lesions on the infected site. Assortment Immune-modulator which works in various ways avoids host antiviral response which activates the PPRs. Monkeypox inhibits the T- cells receptor preventing the inflammatory cytokines in humans. Antibodies start to circulate, leading to clinical recovery and viral eradication.

**Treatment of Monkeypox Virus Prevention**

- Firstly, it may be prevented by making a distance from the infectious person who is infected by the Monkeypox virus.
- Men-to-men sexual contact should be cautious or avoided for the time being if someone has an infection.
- Should isolate the person for 1 week and not have contact with another healthy person.
- Wearing a mask for prevention of the outer environment.
- Properly use disinfectants for sanitization.
• Don’t share personal accessories and items with a healthy person.
• Isolate the infected person for a complete quarantine.
• Health specialists suggest to the caretakers of that person who is infected by the Monkeypox contact precautions by the eye.
• The person should be aware of the sexual contact with other persons and multiple sexual partners who were infected in the past 2 weeks.
• Laboratories workers should also take precautions because they are testing the patients who are infected by the MPXV.
• ACAM2000 vaccine should take for the treatment of MPXV.
• In Immunosuppression, Cardiac disease, and Pregnancy ACAM2000 can’t be used in these several conditions.

### Table 2. Treatment given in the Monkeypox

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of drug+ Dosage</th>
<th>M.O.A</th>
<th>Administration</th>
<th>Side effects</th>
<th>Drug Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANTIVIRAL DRUGS:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Cidofovir: 5mg/kg per week</td>
<td>It inhibits the DNA polymerase</td>
<td>I.V</td>
<td>Fever, Nephrotoxicity, iritis, hypotony of the eye, neutropenia</td>
<td>Nephrotoxic agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Tecovirimate: 200 mg for 2 weeks, 400 mg twice a day for 2 weeks, 600 mg twice a day for 2 weeks in adults.</td>
<td>It inhibits envelop formation to the targeted action on the P37 viral protein</td>
<td>I.V, Per Oral</td>
<td>Nausea, Vomiting, Abdominal pain, and headache, from I.V infusion reaction, may be possible</td>
<td>Midazolam decreases the Tecovirimate action. Repaglinide cause hypoglycemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Brincidofovir: For Pediatric 200 mg for 14 days, 400 mg twice a day for 2 weeks. In Adults, 200 mg is given once each week in 2 doses.</td>
<td>It also inhibits or acts on DNA polymerase</td>
<td>Per Oral</td>
<td>Abdominal Pain, fever, Nausea, and Diarrhea</td>
<td>Brincidofovir exposure is enhanced by IB3 and OATPIBI inhibitors, which may promote Brincidofovir-associated reactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VACCINES:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. MVA-BN Total of 2 doses (0.5 ml per dose)</td>
<td>It induces the human response based on the life</td>
<td>I.H</td>
<td>Nausea, vomiting</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ACAM 2000 2.5µl dose by the percutaneous route.</td>
<td>It also induces the immune response</td>
<td>TDDS</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLOOD PRODUCTS:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Vaccinia immunoglobulin</td>
<td>It is derived from the healthy adult blood product that is vaccinated to the vaccinia neutralization and it inhibits viral infection and provides passive immunity.</td>
<td>I.V</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Antiviral drugs also take for the treatment of MPXV.
• Must avoid Skin to skin contact and use gloves for contact with an infected person.

Table 2 mentioned summary of all the drugs along with their mechanisms of action, mode of administration, side effects and drug interaction in monkeypox treatment.

Limitations
The majority of instances are handled by self-limitation, with only minimal support required from management. It required isolation for severe oropharyngeal pain, and sore throat, and serves as the therapy of administration for severe disease (Altindis M et. al). Treatment of monkeypox included antiviral drugs which inhibit the DNA formation process by the step of polymerase all of these are considered investigational for the indication. Cidofovir, brincidofovir, blood products, and vaccines are used for the doses limits for the treatment of Monkeypox or Orthopoxvirus.

New Face of Monkeypox Virus The 2022 MPXV Outbreak
The less virulent clade II MPXV virus is currently experiencing an unexpected outbreak outside of Africa. Independent MPXV infections with local transmissions have been documented starting in May 2022. By August 2nd, 2022, the WHO (World Health Organization) had reported 25,047 confirmed cases outside of Africa. The median age of these was 36 years, and 99.9% of them were males. 98% of those who revealed their sexual preference were guys who had sex with men (MSM). The WHO designated the MPXV pandemic as a public health emergency of global concern in July 2022 (PHEIC).

Genomic Changes in the 2022 MPXV Genomes
Two separate genetic clades make up the MPXV virus: one originates in Central Africa or the Congo Basin and is referred to as clade I, while the other originates in West Africa and is referred to as clade II. The CB clade and the WA clade are both known as clade I. The case fatality rate for haplogroup I is 10.6 percentage points greater than the rate for haplotype II, which is 3.6 percentage points. A comparison of the genomes of the two clades reveals that the MPXV virus of the less hazardous clade II contains a deletion of 10 kilobase pairs.

There is only one MPXV lineage that is known to exist, and all of the present MPXV isolates belong to that lineage. This indicates that all of the MPXV strains originated from the same virus. During the years 2017 and 2018, viruses with very similar characteristics were identified in Nigeria, the United Kingdom, Singapore, and Israel. As a result of the 30–50% proofreading

![Figure 2. Transmission of Monkeypox Virus](https://www.microbiologyjournal.org)
exonuclease activity of the viral DNA polymerase, orthopoxviruses have mutation rates that are orders of magnitude lower than those of RNA viruses. There is a highly conserved region in the middle of orthopoxvirus genomes that is home to genes that are necessary for virus replication. Nevertheless, hypervariability is present in the two terminal sections, and both deletions and sequence rearrangements are possible in these regions. These highly changeable regions include the vast majority of the genes that are responsible for the pathogenicity and host specificity of the organism. Viruses with a double-stranded DNA genome can adapt to environmental constraints such as switching hosts through a process called recombination, which involves the duplication and deletion of genes. However, as of right now, there is no indication from the MPXV genome sequences that the virus has greatly reduced the size of its genome. This is the case although the virus has been studied extensively.52-54

The ratio of A to T in poxvirus genomes is extraordinarily high, which is a strong indicator that mutations have not occurred at random. These mutant signals can be amplified by enzymes with the scientific name APOBEC3, which stands for apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing catalytic polypeptide-like. In infected cells, increased amounts of APOBEC3-G, -F, and -H may be observed in the cytoplasm, which is the location where the replication of the poxvirus takes place. Even though APOBEC3G does not have an immediate effect on the replication of VACV, there is a possibility that it may increase the pace of hypermutation and the likelihood of creating viral variants with a variety of characteristics. MPXV may have adapted to people based on the findings of a phylogenomic analysis of 2022 MPXV genomes. These alterations were shown to be microevolutionary.55-57 Since 2017, the 2022 MPXV has been in circulation, even though it has a mutational bias consisting of approximately 50 SNPs, which may indicate the presence of APOBEC3 activity. The number of SNPs that have been observed is greater than what should be anticipated based on the known substitution rates of orthopoxviruses that have occurred in the past. Although it is known that numerous point mutations have been found in the genome of the 2022 MPXV strain, it is not yet known how these changes affect the virus’s ability to spread from one person to another.58

New challenges of modernity of the Monkeypox virus

Experiments of a complex nature addressing organizational, legal, therapeutic, and pharmacological issues were carried out in different parts of the world. These studies, which employed more traditional approaches to studying, addressed the problem of the monkeypox virus. This study focuses on the areas of overlap that exist between patient management, forensic pharmacy, clinical pharmacy, healthcare administration, and pharmacy administration.59 Evidence-based medicine and pharmacy standards were adhered to throughout the process. The severity of the monkeypox pandemic, together with its wide geographic presence, poses major risks to the general population's health and safety. The longer the monkeypox virus is around, the higher the danger of it spreading to new places, and the more quickly it will spread within those areas if it. Researchers have discovered that the monkeypox virus may infect a wide variety of different animal species. Animals that fall within this category include, but are not limited to, dormice, tree squirrels, rope squirrels, tree squirrels, Gambian pouched rats, and other nonhuman primates. It is necessary to conduct additional research into the history of the variola virus as well as its methods of spread.60 Your risk of getting monkeypox from someone who already has the disease increases in direct proportion to the number and length of times you come into contact with the infected individual. People who don't spend much time together in close quarters have a lower risk of becoming infected with a contagious disease. The death rate among young people, particularly those who are under the age of 35, is higher than the death rate among older adults. Those who have immune systems that aren’t functioning properly are more likely to become unwell.61

It is generally accepted that transmission poses very little to no risk in today’s culture. The major means through which an infection is passed from person to person is through airborne droplets. The vast majority of infectious diseases
are passed from person to person through the exchange of droplets. Scratching an infected region, touching an infected wound, breathing in contaminated droplets, or coming into contact with infected materials like bedding are all ways in which the monkeypox virus can be transmitted from one person to another.62

Comparisons with the COVID-19 pandemic

The stigma against specific social groups and the necessity for scaled-up (devolved) testing, financial support for those who live alone, and prompt guidance in the face of ongoing clinical and epidemiological concerns are probably already familiar challenges at this point. Even though this outbreak is widespread, it was initially discovered in the UK. The earliest instances, which had no connection to the others, were connected by happenstance by clever doctors.63 There are several causes for optimism regarding this outbreak, such as the recent training received by UK hospitals on how to manage cases. Both pre- and post-exposure protection can be achieved with the help of treatment and vaccines, both of which are already accessible and in use. The smallpox vaccine offers protection against MPX to about 85% of individuals. The concept that the virus may have been widely transmitted in people instead of animals for a period has emerged due to the virus' rapid sequencing, and this was made feasible by the sharing of sequence data from several nations. Additionally, because some subgroups are more susceptible to illness, efforts to promote good health can be directed more specifically.64 Finding contacts, particularly sexual partners, can be difficult in this outbreak, and it's unclear how to identify cases that aren't GBMSM. Due to the high degree of similarity among the appearances of acute rashes, clinical diagnosis has grown more challenging. This is notably true for herpes simplex viruses (HSV-1 and 2), varicella zoster virus (chickenpox), enterovirus (hand, foot, and mouth), secondary syphilis, lymphogranuloma venereum (LGV), and granuloma inguinale.

Neurological manifestations of MPXV

Preliminary findings also indicated a broad variety of neurological side effects, from headaches, myalgia, and fatigue to more serious issues including seizures and encephalitis. Though the signs and symptoms varied greatly, headaches, myalgia, weariness, photophobia, discomfort, encephalitis, and seizures were less frequent.64 The patient's state of consciousness was lower, his pupils were larger, his optic disc was dilated, his corneal reflexes had vanished, and his deep tendon reflexes were weaker during the neurological examination. The right posterior parietal cortex, brainstem, and thalamus all displayed hyperintensity on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which is consistent with mixed cytotoxic and vasogenic brain edema. Pleocytosis was also discovered when the cerebrospinal fluid was examined (CSF).65

Atypical lymphocytes associated with monkeypox virus infection

Some of our patients (6/14) had atypical lymphocytes in their blood films, which multiplex PCR tests for in cases of active monkeypox infection (herpes simplex virus type 1/2, varicella-zoster virus, monkeypox). Hematological analysis was done on 11 of the 14 cases, all of which were Male and had a median age of 31 years and a range of 20–45 Six of the eleven cases were identified by the Sysmex XN-3100 analyzer, prompting a blood film analysis. The blood film of every sample that was flagged contained abnormal cells (the median was 14% of all lymphocytes, but the range was 7–36). There was little evidence of lymphocytosis, except for one patient, whose absolute lymphocyte count was 4.5910⁹/l (median 2.7110⁹/l, range 1.28- 3.1210⁹/l). Immune activation causes mature cells to alter in form, which indicates an abnormal lymphocyte. The cytoplasm of the larger, more basophilic cells ranges from dark blue to light grey. In comparison to mature lymphocytes, the chromatin is finer and less developed.66 They can also be found in other infectious diseases that, depending on the stage of the disease, may cause an eruptive presentation, such as infectious mononucleosis (caused by the Epstein-Barr virus), viral hepatitis, toxoplasmosis, and malaria (chicken pox, herpes simplex virus, human immunodeficiency virus, syphilis...). We believe that the presence of atypical lymphocytes in a blood film may indicate a monkeypox virus infection in a patient with an eruptive disease.
based on recent knowledge. Atypical lymphocytes do not necessarily indicate the presence of a specific infectious disease, so serological and/or molecular tests should be conducted to confirm the diagnosis.

The main issue is that the most crucial element in halting the spread of disease in a population hasn’t yet been identified: the primary source of infection. Additionally, it is unclear how widespread local transmission is. This implies that there could be more cases or that some people could be affected yet not show any symptoms. Herd immunity wouldn’t be very strong because the infection is uncommon in the UK.57

Future perspective

Due to its propensity for rapid worldwide spread, monkeypox is increasingly becoming a hazard to the health of people all over the world. The most efficient approaches to warding against and curing this potentially fatal sickness are still in the research and development stage. According to the World Health Organization, although MPXV is often a minor virus that clears up on its own within a month, the virus offers a bigger risk to children than it does to adults because it has a fatality rate ranging from 3-10%.

There is still a dearth of knowledge regarding the accurate prevalence of MPX because of case ascertainment bias. This bias can be caused by a lack of diagnostic testing, clinical misdiagnosis, and poor surveillance. Even though transmission chains have been relatively short in previous outbreaks, the current outbreak demonstrates that a decrease in population immunity can lead to protracted epidemics with a basic reproduction rate (R0) > 1. This is the case even when the basic reproduction rate is greater than one. The transmission of infections from domesticated animals, particularly rats kept as pets, to wild species is essential to the spread of the MPX across the United Kingdom. It is recommended by the UKHSA human animal infections and risk monitoring (HARIS) group that unwell houses test these rats for contamination after keeping them outside for up to 21 days. This is to ensure that they are not infected with any pathogens.

MPX should always be on the list of illnesses doctors check for when a patient enters a genitourinary medicine clinic both during this outbreak and in the future. Multiplex PCR assays, which can be carried out swiftly in the clinic or a lab, should also include specialized primers for pox viruses. With a prompt diagnosis from the clinic, patients could be isolated, infections could be stopped, and contacts could be identified. As a preventative measure for those who are at risk, such as HIV patients receiving HIV pre-exposure prophylaxis (PreP), vulnerable healthcare workers in the industry, and even diagnostic laboratory staff who handle infectious material, people are still considering getting immunized with smallpox or even an MPX-specific vaccine. Immunization may become more prevalent as more people become aware of how harmful MPX is.

In conclusion, MPXV has the potential to enter the brain parenchyma and spread to other regions of the brain. Two potential mechanisms for this are hematogenous penetration through infected monocytes or macrophages and the olfactory epithelium. MPX sufferers may experience neurological symptoms and brain damage as a result of MPXV’s ability to enter the nervous system. Understanding how the virus causes neuroinvasion and even neurotropism can be accomplished by concentrating on the long-term effects of MPXV on the CNS by employing in vitro, in vivo, and post-mortem investigations. Finally, neurologists and other medical professionals should be aware that MPXV may result in neurological issues.

In the end, the outcomes of comparable queries posed by COVID-19 in March 2020 will determine the course of this outbreak. These include the extent of the epidemic internationally, the rate at which it is spreading, the extent (if any) of the involvement of animals, and the preventative measures that will be required.68

Case Studies69

The Hispanic MSM patient, age 26, had a history sex with 10 male partners between the year and 90 days before to his visit. The use of medicines (ecstasy and ketamine) within the previous 30 days was noted. When having sex with anonymous partners, anal and oral receptive and insertive intercourse were used; condoms were never used. Chlamydia, gonorrhea, and syphilis infections in the past. His external sexual organ had developed greater swelling from oedema,
his penis had increased in size, number of lesions. He also suffered from further bodily lesions and a two-night fever that was followed by fatigue and a loss of appetite. Chlamydia was discovered in the patient's urine despite the fact that neither gonorrhoea nor chlamydia had been detected in the patient's throat or rectal region, RPR was non-reactive, and HSV had not been cultured (and negative for gonorrhea). He discovered that one of his sex partners is a Torontonian who was ill and had been diagnosed with monkeypox. The patient takes oral doxycycline 100 mg BID (twice daily) for 7 days to treat urogenital chlamydia. The patient was told to get in touch with the clinic a day or two later to go over the reassessment of their symptoms and the result.

**Sex Partner**

The partner, a White MSM 23-year-old from Toronto, stated that a new rash had arisen when he went to the doctor for a checkup. The previous medical background was same as patient. They were reunited the day before the index patient's first symptoms. The sex partner admitted having sex with three men in the previous ninety days and ten times in the year before that. He having sex with fictional, anonymous people. He never wore a condom and only ever had receptive and insertive oral and receptive anal sex. Chlamydia and gonorrhea history from the preceding year. Presented with one nodular hard papule (0.5 cm) in the right axilla, five papular, Moderately erythematous lesions over the chest. One little papule on the skin of the left lower buttock.

The sex partner was tested for monkeypox on the right axilla, chest, and left buttock, all of which exhibited lesions. As a contact to Chlamydia, the sex partner began receiving doxycycline 100 mg twice daily for seven days. The orthopoxvirus was identified at all three sites of the patient’s lesions. Orthopoxvirus tests were negative at all three areas where the partner had lesions.

The patient orthopoxvirus tests were positive. The patient called the clinic to give an update, stating that the number and size of the lesions had grown in addition to the fact that he was unable to urinate due to pain and swelling. The clinic personnel contacted the emergency department to arrange for the patient’s evaluation. The patient received oxycodone and phenazopyridine treatment. The agony was under control, and he could void on his own. According to the patient’s report, before being released, he received painkillers and an additional week of doxycycline for "cellulitis." Nine days following his final interaction with the now-confirmed case of monkeypox, the patient’s partner visited the clinic for JYNNEOS (vaccine) post-exposure prophylaxis. There was nothing left to re-swab for the orthopoxvirus because the partner’s lesions had mostly recovered. The spouse was given the diagnosis of folliculitis due to the careful sample collection, the negative Orthopoxvirus results, and the quick remission.

**DISCUSSION**

We described two clinical cases of monkeypox with a quick resolution of symptoms using the Oxycodone and phenazopyridine and an additional doxycycline. The quick rise of MPX cases in non-endemic areas raises concerns about the potential threat this zoonotic virus poses to public health worldwide. According to a systematic review of the literature, the number of reported cases of both suspicion and confirmation has increased in recent years, from over 19,000 between 2000 and 2019 to over 15,600 between 2021 and 2022. Over 59,147 new non-endemic MPX cases were recorded globally between January to 14 September 2022 and WHO has declared the pandemic spread of MPXV a public health emergency of international concern. Men who have sex with men (MSM) who have recently had contact with new or numerous sexual partners have been identified as a new high-risk group in the ongoing non-endemic outbreak. This indicates that MPXV is spread via close physical touch. However, it's crucial to note that both previous and current MPXV epidemics demonstrate that this virus may infect and spread between people of any sex, age, and orientation. The idea that the clinical effects of the current outbreak are less severe than those seen in endemic regions is supported by the absence of documented MPX mortality in non-endemic regions. A sudden outbreak of the less dangerous clade II MPXV virus is currently occurring outside of Africa. Starting in May 2022, independent
MPXV infections with local transmissions have been recorded. Outside of Africa, the WHO reported 25,047 confirmed cases as of August 2nd, 2022. Monkeypox virus is diagnosed by Nucleic acid amplification testing, Antibody detection, Electron Microscopy, and Virus isolation. There are many reasons to be optimistic about this outbreak, including the recent training that UK hospitals received on how to handle infections. Treatment and vaccinations, both of which are already available and in use, can assist achieve both pre- and post-exposure protection. About 85% of people are protected against MPX by the smallpox vaccine. Multiplex PCR tests for abnormal cells in blood films of several of our patients (6/14) in cases of active monkeypox infection. 11 of the 14 cases, all of which were male and had a median age of 31 years and a range of 20–45, underwent hematological examination and Six of the eleven cases were identified by the Sysmex XN-3100 analyzer.

CONCLUSION

Although monkeypox epidemics have been documented in non-endemic countries before, the current outbreak has spread widely and its rate of spread is not backed up by any scientific evidence. Concern has been raised due to the sustained human-to-human transmission among non-travelers, especially among males who have sex with men, and there have been cases described without a history of travel to areas where the condition is endemic. There has been a steady rise in reported cases; however, the pandemic may not be as widespread as the 2009 COVID-19 outbreak. This is because the monkeypox virus spreads through direct contact with bodily fluids like coughing saliva.
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